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Abstract 
 Meta-synthesis system approach (MSA) is proposed to tackle with open  
complex giant systems problems which cannot be effectively solved by traditional  
reductionism methods by a Chinese system scientist Qian, Xuesen (Tsien HsueShen, 
1911-2009) around early 1990s. The method emphasizes the synthesis of collected 
information and knowledge of various kinds of experts, and combining quantitative 
methods with qualitative knowledge. 

This talk will introduce some research on transforming the abstract concepts of 
MSA into practical working steps and building supporting technologies to achieve  
meta-synthesis result toward complex problem solving. Three types of  
meta-synthesis, qualitative MS, qualitative -quantitative MS and qualitative-to-
quantitative MS will be addressed. An example will be given to show how to model 
complex problems, such as macro economy growth forecasting problem in HWMSE 
with versatile resources in information collection, model integration and opinion  
synthesis, as a demonstration test evaluated at a special session on MSA hosted by 
International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) in Vienna in 2003. 

Moreover, 2 supporting technologies for qualitative meta-synthesis, CorMap and 
iView, are introduced together with some typical applications, including social risk  
cognition. Toward the thinking behavior records represented by the textual data, both 
technologies conduct a series of computing to acquire some exploratory structures of 
the emerging ideas under different perspectives and the help to get a rough vision 
from a group divergent thinking process or community opinions toward unstructured 
problems.  
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